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• When a fault to earth  occurs on any one phase the system, the voltage to earth of the faulty 
phase becomes zero, but the healthy phases remain at their normal phase value.

• The flow of heavy fault current If will completely nullify the effect of the capacitive current Icf at 
the fault and so no  arcing ground phenomena or over voltage can occur.

• The flow of heavy current permits the use of discriminative protective gear.

The use of solid grounding is limited only to the systems where the normal circuit impedance is 
sufficient to prevent very high value of fault current being reached. This is necessary in order to 
avoid excessive damage at the fault location. Experience shows that combined impedance of the 
apparatus, circuit and earth return path in the systems operating at voltage   s below 2.2kV and 
those operating at voltage above 33kV is sufficiently high so as to limit the value of the fault current 
to a safe value.



9.3 Resistance Grounding: when it become necessary to limit the earth fault current, a current 
limiting device is introduced in the neutral and earth. One method of introducing a current limiting 
device is resistance grounding. The resistor may be metallic or liquid. 





9.4 Reactance Grounding: Another method of grounding wherein the earth fault current can be limited is  
reactance grounding. Reactance grounding mean grounding through impedance the principal element reactance.



 





Voltage Transformer Earthing: 

A system having it is neutral point earthed through a single phase voltage 
transformer operates virtually as an insulated neutral system.

The voltage transformer acts as a very high reactance earthing device and does not 
assist in mitigating the over voltage condition which are associated with insulated 
neutral systems. It is only as a voltage measuring device to indicate a fault to earth 
on the system. The application of the voltage transformer in the neutral earthing 
circuit is normally confined to generator which is directly connected to step up 
transformer. The inter connecting cables between the generator and transformer is 
very short the capacitance of the circuit will be negligible there will be no risk of 
over voltage due to arcing ground.   








